
Mandala cads
The Deck of cards, you are holding in your hand now, can be used whenever you will feel like using it.  
Each  of  the  card  has  its  own  name  and  its  message  which  can  help  you  whenever  you  draw  a 
particular card. Mandala cards can be used in any way that come across you mind as neiter mandala  
of our culture nor the cards have any accurate rules that would specify strictly how to use them. You 
can interpret their message for a particular day, use them as a guide while making a decision or you  
can read them just for your pleasure. 

What associations occurs in your mind about the card you have just chosen? Does it affect you in any  
way? What impressions does the message of the card evoke in you? Do you understand the message? 
Look for answers to these questions and also think of answers for all  questions that would possibly 
occur in your mind to became the best mentor for yourself.

How to work with Mandala Cards
1. Choose one of the following steps as your first:

• Shuffle the cards and spread them (reverse side up) on your pad. Choose a card that 
attracts your atteintion.

• Shuffle the cards, choose your card from the deck in your hand.
• Shuffle the cards and choose few cards randomly. Lay the cards (face up) on your  pad.
• Spread the cards (face side up) and look at the pictures. Pick up the one which captures  

your interest the best.
• Think up your own way of shuffling and choosing cards.

Our tip: Address the cards a question and then shuttle the cards (to draw a card use one of the ways  
described above).

2. Watch the card/cards and allow it affect you: What does it evoke in your mind? What do they 
remind you of? What inner feelings do they initiate? Why do you think you have drawn this  
particular card/cards?

3. Read the message that  the mandala brings to you. How does it  fit  into your life?What is 
mandaly  trying  to  tell  you?  Is  it  something  you  are  missiong  or  is  it  something  you  are  
priviledged about?

4. You can record your feelings or ideas to your diary or make a creative drawing. Drawing is  
especially good idea if you feel that the message affected you strongly. 

5. Express your thank you to the cards for their message and return them to the deck

Our tip: Start writing your mandala diary. Record your notes about the cards you have chosen and  
your impressions and associations that were evoked :-)
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How often can you vykládat your cards?
You can use Mandala cards as often as you want to. Reading them may become a ritual, you may 
choose a card for each day, week or a month. It is entirely up to you how often will you work with your 
cards.

Is there any výklady for each of the card?
Mandala cards are a very good tool to develop your isnpiration and intuition. No further guides or  

instruction  explaining  their  use  will  be  provided.   Instead  of  any  manual,  use  your  feelings  and  

creative imagination.

Our tip: You can offer your friends who came to see you to choose a card and then you can think of or  
laugh together about its message. Who knows, it may lead you to open a topic,  that will open new  
doors.
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